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Process
Overview 
Inspired by various hexagonal wall and floor tiles, the goal of this project was to 

create levels of variation in a hex grid using the dispatch component. Since the 

dispatch component splits the input values into true false values, or 0’s and 1’s, I 

added two Weaverbird Tile components and color swatches to display two colors 

on the grid. In order to make the grid more dynamic, I added the ability to rotate the 

pink and blue hexagons. With a move component and a center point component, 

I used the item component to identify two opposite points on the hexagon, points 

2 and 5, to create a line that would serve as the axis of rotation. I assigned the 

pink a rotation range of -45 to 0 degrees, and the blue a rotation range of 0 to 

45 degrees so that the two colors would rotate in opposite directions. The loft 

component gave these geometries more dimension, and the cap component closes 

off the volumes to give them a more finished appearance. Lastly, I used the polygon 

center component to identify the center point of each hexagon, and the less than 

component before the dispatch to be able to vary how much of the grid appears 

pink and blue rather than the horizontal bands of color I started out with. The 

attached slider directly controls the quantity of hexagons that appear pink. 

Step 1



Process - 2
Addition of loft and rotate components to create a more dynamic effect. Rotation range for 
pink is -45 to 0 degrees, and blue is 0 to 45 degrees.



Process - 3
Addition of cap components to close off the lofted geometries. 



Process - 4
Identification of center point of each hexagon with the polygon center 
component. The deconstruct point and less than components allow the 
attachment of a number slider to dictate how much of the grid shows up 
as pink vs blue.  
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Final Grasshopper Definition
Three Variables: 
1. Less than (controls number of rows that are pink vs. blue)
2. Pink degrees rotation
3. Blue degrees rotation
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Axon 1
Less than: 0
Pink rotation: 0
Blue rotation: 45



Axon 2
Less than: 1
Pink rotation: -5
Blue rotation: 40



Axon 3
Less than: 5
Pink rotation: -10
Blue rotation: 35



Axon 4
Less than: 8
Pink rotation: -15
Blue rotation: 30



Axon 5
Less than: 10
Pink rotation: -20
Blue rotation: 25



Axon 6
Less than: 12
Pink rotation: -25
Blue rotation: 20



Axon 7
Less than: 15
Pink rotation: -30
Blue rotation: 15



Axon 8
Less than: 18
Pink rotation: -35
Blue rotation: 10



Axon 9
Less than: 20
Pink rotation: -40
Blue rotation: 5



Axon 10
Less than: 24
Pink rotation: -45
Blue rotation: 0



Axon 11
Less than: 28
Pink rotation: -40
Blue rotation: 5



Axon 12
Less than: 30
Pink rotation: -35
Blue rotation: 10



Axon 13
Less than: 34
Pink rotation: -30
Blue rotation: 15



Axon 14
Less than: 37
Pink rotation: -25
Blue rotation: 20



Axon 15
Less than: 39
Pink rotation: -20
Blue rotation: 25



Axon 16
Less than: 42
Pink rotation: -15
Blue rotation: 30



Axon 17
Less than: 45
Pink rotation: -10
Blue rotation: 35



Axon 18
Less than: 48
Pink rotation: -5
Blue rotation: 40



Axon 19
Less than: 51
Pink rotation: 0
Blue rotation: 45



Axon 20
Less than: 53
Pink rotation: -5
Blue rotation: 40



Axon 21
Less than: 55
Pink rotation: -10
Blue rotation: 35



Axon 22
Less than: 53
Pink rotation: -15
Blue rotation: 30



Axon 23
Less than: 51
Pink rotation: -20
Blue rotation: 25



Axon 24
Less than: 48
Pink rotation: -25
Blue rotation: 20



Axon 25
Less than: 45
Pink rotation: -30
Blue rotation: 15



Family Matrix



Gif of 25 
Variants



Troubleshooting - adding random pixel effect attempt 1



Troubleshooting - adding random pixel effect attempt 2


